No room for compromise

Striving for the perfect solution and the firm connection has inspired everything we do for more than 150 years.

It has been the impetus for us to become one of the leading providers of joining technology who supplies customers throughout the world today.

In our philosophy, tradition and state-of-the-art technology are no contradiction but complement one another to mutual benefit, and we do take a certain pride in being regarded as a reliable partner in the global market as a family-owned business in the fifth generation.

This background - state-of-the-art technology and employees on whose experience and motivation we can count every day - fill our slogan with content:

No room for compromise.

The Jungeblodt company

Founded
in 1848 in Lippstadt, located in Warstein since 1967

Business segments
Connecting components for the sectors:
chemical industry and refineries, chemical supply industry,
machine, engine, dashboard, turbine and pump construction,
medical technology, wind energy, defence technology,
bride construction, crane construction, aviation, heat exchangers,
power generation, power plants

Executive directors
Klemens Jungeblodt (b. 1965)
Henrik Jungeblodt (b. 1970)

Number of employees
~ 200

Export ratio
35 %

Products
stud-bolts, studs, threaded pins and stud-bolts, hexagon nuts,
Allen screws, hexagon screws, shafts and dashboard components,
moulding and forging, NC special components, standard compo-
nents, custom-made bolts and screws

Materials
General structural steels, Machining steels, Quenched and tempered steels, Creep-resistant materials, High-temperature-resistant materials and nickel alloys, Rust- and acid-resistant materials, Heat-resistant materials and nickel alloys, Duplex and super duplex materials, Nickel alloys, Titanium
On duty around the world

Jungeblodt is always where components of supreme quality are needed – without qualification and around the world.

Here you can see detailed examples of the different areas.

We are bound to have the fitting solution for your industry sector, too.
Construction industry
- bridge construction
- hall construction
- civil engineering

Safety engineering
- defence technology
- service

Mechanical engineering
- general mechanical engineering
- printing machines
- large presses
- construction machines

Chemical industry
- refinery
- container construction
- dashboard construction
- pipeline construction
- heat exchangers
- service

Aviation
- aircraft construction
- helicopter construction
- service

Offshore technology
- oil production technology
- hinge joints
- pipeline construction

Power plant technology
- power plants
- nuclear power plants
- maintenance/revision
- turbine construction
- nuclear container construction
- pump and dashboard construction

Medical technology
- no specific services mentioned
Our manufacturing possibilities

To us, manufacturing as many steps as possible in-house means:

• supreme quality and flexibility even when working under tight deadlines.

For further information: [www.jungeblodt.de](http://www.jungeblodt.de).

Keeping the focus on the solution

Being solution-oriented is not a catch phrase at Jungeblodt but the basis on which we build our day-to-day work.

Thus we regard our products as part of the comprehensive solution, offering our customers not only special and standard parts but also consultation along the entire process chain, through to the complete solution. Our size and our experience make us flexible, and hence a partner for series and single pieces.

This competence rests on the following pillars:

• outstanding experience and consultation competence
• a highly qualified and motivated staff standing behind the product
• modern production facilities
• extraordinary vertical and horizontal range of manufacture
• a well stocked warehouse
• globally valid licences
• our own test laboratory

Specially treated standard parts

Our standard parts meet the pertinent requirements of course. These can always be documented with certificates, therefore satisfying supreme standards and requirements.

What is more, we treat them with the same care with which we treat our special parts: base material, finishing and quality control are all top-notch.

Just the way you are familiar with Jungeblodt.

A specialist in specialities

Special parts and small series are our speciality and passion.

During the development process we have the overall project in mind, optimising even the tiniest parameters in coordination with our customers.

Our experience, modern technology, licences, various quality standards and a greatly motivated staff that stands behind our products make us the specialist for specialities.

Go ahead and ask us, we will be pleased to advise you.
The perfect connection is no coincidence

Delivering the quality that was requested is not only our standard, it is our everyday reality.

The complete production process is accompanied by measurement and checking processes which are of course appropriately documented and archived. Here we not only rely on state-of-the-art technology – we particularly depend on the experience, the good eye and the qualification of our staff.

Suggestions and new techniques constantly impact the process; we permanently check and double-check our own work procedures – and improve them when there is something to improve.

This also and particularly applies to the quality of what we deliver – there is no room for compromise.

The solution is more than the product

In everything we do, we aim at finding the perfect comprehensive solution.

Therefore we not only supply special and standard parts in supreme quality but also offer you advice about all your concerns regarding the compound that you need. We develop a complete solution to meet your requirements and also supply it ready to be used, all from one source.

To this end we resort to a network of partners that has formed over decades – partners whom we know and who know us.

Always in the service of the overall solution – without any room for compromise.

The right place at the right time

Our services do not end with production – making sure that the product is packed safely and arrives where it is needed at the right time is just as important.

We achieve this through:

• in-house warehousing
• just-in-time shipments
• data transmission to your EDP department according to your requirements
• individual, rational and environmentally friendly packaging
• customer-specific delivery systems

For us, being merciless is not a negative quality

You cannot define limits without testing limits – it’s that simple and yet so complex.

We check very precisely the stress our products can withstand, as even the best planning and construction is no substitute for tests – even if they almost always confirm the planning.

The tester tests the test

This may sound strange, but it is the final step of our quality testing.

We have been approved and certified globally by all relevant associations. Upon request, every product will be inspected, approved and certified separately.
Heinrich Jungeblodt GmbH & Co. KG

Belecker Landstraße 19
D-59581 Warstein

Phone: +49.29 02.890-0
Fax: +49.29 02.890-4000
E-mail: info@jungeblodt.de

www.jungeblodt.de